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ABSTRACT
Federated Learning (FL) aims to generate a global shared model

via collaborating decentralized clients with privacy considerations.

Unlike standard distributed optimization, FL takes multiple op-

timization steps on local clients and then aggregates the model

updates via a parameter server. Although this significantly reduces

communication costs, the non-iid property across heterogeneous

devices could make the local update diverge a lot, posing a fun-

damental challenge to aggregation. In this paper, we focus on a

special kind of non-iid scene, i.e., label distribution skew, where

each client can only access a partial set of the whole class set. Con-

sidering top layers of neural networks are more task-specific, we

advocate that the last classification layer is more vulnerable to the

shift of label distribution. Hence, we in-depth study the classifier

layer and point out that the standard softmax will encounter several

problems caused by missing classes. As an alternative, we propose

“Restricted Softmax" to limit the update of missing classes’ weights

during the local procedure. Our proposed FedRS is very easy to

implement with only a few lines of code. We investigate our meth-

ods on both public datasets and a real-world service awareness

application. Abundant experimental results verify the superiorities

of our methods.
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• Computing methodologies → Cooperation and coordina-
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1 INTRODUCTION
Although deep learning has experienced great success in many

fields [18, 22, 30], a data center training paradigm is usually required.

Due to data privacy or transmission cost, data from individual par-

ticipants can not be located on the same device in some real-world

applications [10, 43]. Standard distributed optimization [12, 34]

provides solutions to distributed training with big data or huge

model, while Federated Learning (FL) [27, 38, 51] is tailored for data

privacy protection and efficient distributed training. Specifically,

FL takes multiple rounds of local and global procedures [13, 38] to

collaborate isolated data islands (local clients). During local proce-

dure, a subset of clients download the global model from the central

server and update it on local private data. The global procedure is

taken by the central server to aggregate the local model updates.

These two procedures are iterated until convergence. In FL, only

model parameters are transmitted among clients and server, which

brings basic privacy protection. Advanced privacy protection meth-

ods, e.g., differential privacy [1, 17, 48], can be further applied for

stricter privacy protection. In another view, local clients take more

computation steps, e.g., epochs of training on local data, making

the decentralized training more efficient.

FL also faces many challenges, e.g., massive amounts of devices,

limited communication, and non-iid property, etc [38]. The non-iid

data distribution across clients is the most fundamental statistical

challenge, while others are major obstacles at the system level [35].

In this paper, we mainly focus on the non-iid challenge. With het-

erogeneous local data, the local training procedure will diverge a lot

from the global target due to the discrepancy between the local and

global data distribution [57]. The stronger the heterogeneity of the

local data set, the larger the distribution discrepancy, and the harder

it is to aggregate a well-performed global model. Hence, some exist-

ing methods add various regularizations to restrict the local models

not diverge from the global model too much [35, 44, 52].

As further studied in the recent survey of FL [27], the non-iid

scenes can be subdivided into five categories: feature distribution

skew, label distribution skew, concept shift with different features,

concept shift with different labels, and quantity skew. This paper

mainly focuses on the label distribution skew, where the prior distri-

butions across clientsP𝑘 (𝑦)may vary a lot, butP𝑘 (𝑥 |𝑦) is the same,

e.g., the distribution of animal species varies across regions [27].

Existing studies show that the bottom layers of neural networks

extract common features and are more transferable than the top lay-

ers [54]. Hence, the topmost layer is the most task-specific, which

is widely implemented with a softmax classification layer, e.g., a

combination of softmax and cross entropy loss [18, 25, 30]. Faced

with label distribution shift, we advocate that this layer could be the

most vulnerable. Specifically, we first in-depth analyze and show the
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inherent pulling and pushing forces in standard softmax (Sect. 3.1).

Then we point out that several properties will disappear faced with

missing classes (Sect. 3.2), which will be encountered during local

training procedure of FL with label distribution skew (Sect. 4.1). As

an alternative, we slightly modify the standard softmax and intro-

duce “Restricted Softmax" to limit the update of missing classes’

weights during local procedure (Sect. 4.3). We briefly introduce our

methods with three folds: (1) it is the first work diving into the

softmax classification layer to solve the label distribution skew in

FL; (2) it is easy to implement with only a few lines of code; (3) it is

consistent with many classic methods as analyzed in Sect. 4.4.

2 RELATEDWORKS
FL with Non-IID Data Various techniques have been proposed

to solve the non-iid challenge in FL. A natural solution is shar-

ing a small public data set among clients, being a compromise for

privacy protection [26, 50, 53]. Some methods resort to multi-task

learning [11, 45] or meta learning [9, 15] for fast local adaptation.

Taking advantage of fully decentralized learning [4] or private-

shared models [3, 36, 40] are solutions for better aggregation and

personalization. Updating models with momentum on server can

lead to stable performances [28]. The most similar work to ours is

adding regularization terms during local procedure. FedProx [35]

introduces a proximal term and directly restricts the local model pa-

rameters not diverge from the global model toomuch. FedMMD [52]

aims to mitigate the discrepancy between features extracted by lo-

cal and global models. Except that FedAwS [55] studies the extreme

scene that each client could only access one class, relatively few

considerations have been shown on the final classification layer

under label distribution skew.

Label Distribution Shift There are several scenes that are directly
related to label distribution shift. Dataset shift [42] is originally

categorized into covariate shift and label shift. In area of trans-

fer learning, joint distribution alignment [37], generalized domain

adaptation via co-alignment [47], and partial domain adaptation [7]

provide insights for solving label shift problems between source

and target domains. Class imbalanced learning with long tail data

poses a significant challenge for classifiers which could get biased

towards frequent classes [6, 21, 24]. Class incremental learning

with new classes [23] and few-shot classification for generalizing

to unseen meta-test classes [16] handle the class drift problem in

sequential tasks. Different from these studies, our work studies

the label distribution shift problem in FL and searches solutions

from aspect of the most vulnerable task-specific layer, i.e., the final

softmax classification layer.

3 INTUITION AND MOTIVATION
As a major motivation, we progressively introduce the properties

of softmax and the problems when faced with missing classes.

3.1 Properties of Softmax
In standard classification, all samples are centralized on the same

device. We denote {(x𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 )}𝑁𝑖=1 as the training set with 𝑁 samples,

where 𝑦𝑖 ∈ C = {1, 2, . . . ,𝐶} and 𝐶 is the number of classes. Deep

networks always contain the feature extractor 𝐹\ (·) with param-

eters \ and the last classification layer with weights {w𝑐 }𝐶𝑐=1 (we

omit the bias for simplification). Without additional declaration,
we refer to the last classification layer as the classifier. We denote

h𝑖 = 𝐹\ (x𝑖 ) ∈ R𝑑 as the extracted feature vector of the 𝑖-th sample.

Borrowing from some related works [39, 46, 56], we refer to the

classification weights {w𝑐 }𝐶𝑐=1 as proxies. For the 𝑐-th proxyw𝑐 , we
denote the features from the 𝑐-th class and other classes as positive
features and negative features respectively.

The softmax operator normalizes the scores of each class (i.e.,

w𝑇𝑐 h𝑖 ) and returns the probability:

𝑝𝑖,𝑐 =
exp(w𝑇𝑐 h𝑖 )∑𝐶
𝑗=1 exp(w𝑇𝑗 h𝑖 )

, (1)

and the cross-entropy loss is calculated as:

L = −
𝑁∑
𝑖=1

𝐶∑
𝑐=1

I{𝑦𝑖 = 𝑐} log𝑝𝑖,𝑐 , (2)

where I{·} is the indication function. The gradient of w𝑐 is:

𝜕L
𝜕w𝑐

= −
𝑁∑
𝑖=1

(
I{𝑦𝑖 = 𝑐} − 𝑝𝑖,𝑐

)
h𝑖 . (3)

We use gradient descent with learning rate [ to update w𝑐 and
decompose this update into the pulling and pushing forces, i.e.,

w𝑐 = w𝑐 + [
𝑁∑

𝑖=1,𝑦𝑖=𝑐

(
1 − 𝑝𝑖,𝑐

)
h𝑖︸                     ︷︷                     ︸

pulling

−[
𝑁∑

𝑖=1,𝑦𝑖≠𝑐

𝑝𝑖,𝑐h𝑖︸               ︷︷               ︸
pushing

, (4)

from which we can obtain the inherent properties of softmax:

Property 1 (Properties of Softmax). Classification with soft-
max has the following properties: (1) pulling proxies closer to positive
features; (2) pushing proxies away from negative features.

These properties are illustrated in Fig. 1 (A), where a demo with

three classes is shown. We only show the properties of updating

proxy w1. The data region X1 contains positive features, while X2

and X3 contain negative features. Hence, w1 is pulled closer to X1

and pushed away from X2, X3 simultaneously. The properties are

directly related to deep metric learning [19, 39, 49, 56], where forces

of pulling and pushing exist together. However, the balance could

be broken in same cases.

3.2 Softmax with Missing Classes
In some cases, we can not obtain training samples of several classes,

named as missing classes. Formally, the label set C is split into

observed class set O and missing class setM respectively. We have

O ∩M = ∅ and O ∪M = C, where ∅ is the empty set. We still

denote the training set as {(x𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 )}𝑁𝑖=1, while 𝑦𝑖 is only from O.
Then, the Eq. 4 can be adapted. For 𝑐 ∈ M:

w𝑐 = w𝑐 + [
𝑁∑

𝑖=1,𝑦𝑖=𝑐

(
1 − 𝑝𝑖,𝑐

)
h𝑖︸                     ︷︷                     ︸

=0

−[
𝑁∑

𝑖=1,𝑦𝑖≠𝑐

𝑝𝑖,𝑐h𝑖︸               ︷︷               ︸
only pushing exists

. (5)

This shows that due to lacking corresponding training samples,

the pulling force of proxy w𝑐 , 𝑐 ∈ M is missing, and the proxy

is only pushed away from negative features. This phenomenon is
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Figure 1: Illustration of themotivations. The right shows the legends. (A) Softmax classification: the proxy is pulled towards positive features
and pushed away from negative features. (B) Softmax withmissing classes: the second class is missing; its corresponding proxy is only pushed
away from negative features (left); the proxies of observed classes lack part of pushing forces (right). (C) FedAvg with label distribution non-
iid data (5-class case): the global target is to classify 5 classes, while client A and B only has access to 3 and 2 classes respectively; proxies of
missing classes may become inaccurate on local clients (left and middle), leading to a poor aggregation on server (right).

illustrated in the left part of Fig. 1 (B), where w2 is the proxy of

the missing class and the gray arc implies the pulling property is

missing. For the observed class 𝑐 ∈ O, we have the update of w𝑐 :

w𝑐 = w𝑐 + [
𝑁∑

𝑖=1,𝑦𝑖=𝑐

(
1 − 𝑝𝑖,𝑐

)
h𝑖︸                     ︷︷                     ︸

pulling

−[
𝑁∑

𝑖=1,𝑦𝑖≠𝑐

𝑝𝑖,𝑐h𝑖︸               ︷︷               ︸
( |O | − 1) classes

, (6)

where we can find that the pushing force becomes weaker due to

that the negative features only come from |O| − 1 classes. This is
illustrated in the right part of Fig. 1 (B).

These missing properties could iteratively lead to error accu-

mulation in update of features. This can be observed through the

update of h𝑖 , where we only show the gradient of h𝑖 instead of

further propagating it backward to \ for simplification:

h𝑖 = h𝑖 + [
(
1 − 𝑝𝑖,𝑦𝑖

)
w𝑦𝑖︸              ︷︷              ︸

pulling

−[
𝐶∑

𝑗 ∈O, 𝑗≠𝑦𝑖
𝑝𝑖, 𝑗w𝑗︸                  ︷︷                  ︸

( |O | − 1) classes

−[
∑
𝑗 ∈M

𝑝𝑖, 𝑗w𝑗︸            ︷︷            ︸
inaccurate

, (7)

where the update of features can also be decomposed into pulling

and pushing forces. The pulling force makes the features closer

towards corresponding proxies, while the pushing force makes the

features away from proxies of other classes. Compared with the

standard softmax, the pushing force is weaker due to the proxies of

missing classes could be inaccurate and the effective ones are only

from |O| − 1 classes. This could result in less compact features as

declared in [8]. Due to the update of features are too complex to

analyze, we only analyze the update of classifier in the following,

i.e., the proxies, for simplification. Another reason for this is that

the classifier is most vulnerable under label distribution shift as

aforementioned. We conclude the above analysis as a problem of

softmax with missing classes:

Property 2 (Problem of Softmax with Missing Classes).

With missing class setM, the softmax classification has following
problems: (1) the proxies of missing classes, i.e., {w𝑐 }𝑐∈M , are only
pushed away from negative features, becoming more and more in-
accurate; (2) the proxies of observed classes, i.e., {w𝑐 }𝑐∈O , are only
pushed away from |O| − 1 negative feature regions.

A natural solution for missing classes is to discard the proxies

ofM and obtain a |O|-class classification problem. However, these

proxies can not be directly discarded in FL with label distribution

non-iid data.

4 OUR METHODS
In this section, we will first formally introduce the focused problem,

i.e., FL with label distribution non-iid data, and then introduce

the drawbacks of standard FL algorithms. Finally, we present our

methods and provide a thorough analysis.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the update of proxies (3-class case). We
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multiple local training steps and without the balance of the pulling
force, the indirect pushing on client B could diverge a lot from the
oracle one, leading to a poor aggregation.

4.1 FL with Label Distribution Non-IID Data
Suppose we have 𝐾 clients, and each client owns a local data distri-

butionD𝑘 = P𝑘 (x, 𝑦). FL algorithms aim to optimize a combination

of local losses, i.e., min𝜓=(\,{w𝑐 }𝐶𝑐=1)
∑𝐾
𝑘=1

𝑝𝑘L𝑘 (𝜓 ;D𝑘 ). 𝑝𝑘 is the

weight of each client, satisfying 𝑝𝑘 ≥ 0,
∑𝐾
𝑘=1

𝑝𝑘 = 1. L𝑘 (𝜓 ;D𝑘 )
is the local loss as in Eq. 2, while it is calculated based on local data

D𝑘 . In this paper, we focus on label distribution non-iid challenge

as categorized in [27], i.e., the P𝑘 (𝑦) may vary a lot among clients,

while the P𝑘 (x|𝑦) may be the same. Hence, we assume each client

only has access to a subset of classes. Formally, the 𝑘-th client has a

training set {(x𝑘
𝑖
, 𝑦𝑘
𝑖
)}𝑁𝑘

𝑖=1
with 𝑁𝑘 samples, and the label 𝑦𝑘

𝑖
is only

from O𝑘 , i.e., the observed class set of the 𝑘-th client. Similarly,

the missing class set is denoted asM𝑘
. Note that the local client 𝑘

actually does a |O𝑘 |-class classification problem, while the global

target aims to obtain a 𝐶-class classification model.

4.2 Drawbacks of Standard FL Algorithms
FedAvg [38], as the most standard FL algorithm, takes multiple

rounds of local and global procedures to optimize the global model.

In the beginning of each round, a subset of clients 𝑆 ⊆ K is selected,

where K is the set of all clients. Then, each selected client 𝑘 ∈ 𝑆
executes the following local procedure in parallel.

During local procedure, the client downloads the global parame-

ters, i.e., \𝑘 ← \ , w𝑘𝑐 ← w𝑐 ,∀𝑐 ∈ C. We use superscript “𝑘" to dis-

criminate local parameters from the global ones. Then, the client up-

dates the downloaded model on local training set {(x𝑘
𝑖
, 𝑦𝑘
𝑖
)}𝑁𝑘

𝑖=1
. The

downloaded global model contains the full set of proxies {w𝑐 }𝐶𝑐=1,
while the𝑘-th client only observes a partial set (i.e.,O𝑘 ) of thewhole
class set. This local training procedure is just the introduced scene

in Sect. 3.2, which has several problems as shown in Property. 2.

During server procedure, the server collects the updated pa-

rameters from these clients and takes a simple parameter aver-

aging process. We denote
ˆ\𝑘 , {ŵ𝑘𝑐 }𝐶𝑐=1 as the updated parameters

of the 𝑘-th client, and the server updates the global model via:

\ ← 1

|𝑆 |
∑ |𝑆 |
𝑘=1

ˆ\𝑘𝑐 , w𝑐 ← 1

|𝑆 |
∑ |𝑆 |
𝑘=1

ŵ𝑘𝑐 ,∀𝑐 ∈ C. A possible problem

during aggregation is that: due to the missing classes’ proxies of the

𝑘-th client, i.e., {w𝑘𝑐 }𝑐∈M𝑘 , are updated without the pulling force,

it leads to inaccurate {ŵ𝑘𝑐 }𝑐∈M𝑘 and incurs error accumulation

during aggregation. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 (C), where the server

aims to build a 5-class classification model while the two clients

only observe 3 and 2 classes respectively. Proxies w4, w5 on client

A, and w1, w2, w3 on client B could become inaccurate, leading to

a poor aggregation.

4.3 Restricted Softmax and FedRS
During local procedure, we advocate that the update of missing
classes’ proxies, i.e., {w𝑘𝑐 }𝑐∈M𝑘 , should be restricted. An easy way to

implement this is adding “scaling factors" to softmax operation, i.e.,

𝑝𝑘𝑖,𝑐 =
exp(𝛼𝑘𝑐 w𝑘𝑐

𝑇
h𝑘
𝑖
)∑𝐶

𝑗=1 exp(𝛼𝑘𝑗 w
𝑘
𝑗

𝑇
h𝑘
𝑖
)
, (8)

which is denoted as restricted softmax. We set 𝛼𝑘𝑐 = I{𝑐 ∈ O𝑘 }+
𝛼I{𝑐 ∈ M𝑘 }, where 𝛼 ∈ [0, 1]] is the only hyper-parameter. This

is an asymmetric scaling way that works normally with 𝛼𝑘𝑐 = 1 for

observed classes while works as a decaying method with 𝛼𝑘𝑐 = 𝛼 for

missing classes. Although it is a simple modification, we in-depth

analyze the brought advantages from several aspects.

Restricting update of missing classes’ proxies. Based on the

cross-entropy loss L𝑘 = −∑𝑁𝑘

𝑖=1

∑𝐶
𝑐=1 I{𝑦𝑘𝑖 = 𝑐} log 𝑝𝑘

𝑖,𝑐
, we can

obtain the gradients of w𝑘𝑐 :

𝜕L𝑘

𝜕w𝑘𝑐
= −𝛼𝑘𝑐

𝑁𝑘∑
𝑖=1

(
I{𝑦𝑘𝑖 = 𝑐} − 𝑝𝑘𝑖,𝑐

)
h𝑘𝑖 . (9)

For missing class 𝑐 ∈ M𝑘
, we have 𝛼𝑘𝑐 = 𝛼 and the update

process of w𝑘𝑐 is:

w𝑘𝑐 = w𝑘𝑐 −𝛼[
𝑁𝑘∑
𝑖=1

𝑝𝑘𝑖,𝑐h
𝑘
𝑖︸            ︷︷            ︸

restricted

, (10)

where we can find that the pushing force is restricted with𝛼 ∈ [0, 1].
If we take 𝛼 = 0, it degenerates into fixed proxies (if we do not

consider weight decay); if 𝛼 = 1, it is just normal softmax. Overall,

the norm of missing classes’ gradients is restricted.

Restricting the inaccurate terms in update of features. For
the 𝑖-th instance, we have 𝛼

𝑦𝑘
𝑖
= 1, 𝛼 𝑗 ∈O𝑘 = 1, and 𝛼 𝑗 ∈M = 𝛼 . We

can obtain the update process of its corresponding features h𝑘
𝑖
:

h𝑘𝑖 = h𝑘𝑖 + [ (1 − 𝑝
𝑘
𝑖,𝑦𝑖
)w𝑘𝑦𝑖

−[
𝐶∑

𝑗 ∈O𝑘 , 𝑗≠𝑦𝑘
𝑖

𝑝𝑘𝑖,𝑗w
𝑘
𝑗 −𝛼[

∑
𝑗 ∈M𝑘

𝛼𝑝𝑘𝑖,𝑗w
𝑘
𝑗︸                  ︷︷                  ︸

restricted

, (11)

where we can find that the inaccurate term in Eq. 7 is restricted by

the scaling factor 𝛼 . This brings one benefit that the features are

updated towards more accurate directions.

Leading to more accurate aggregation of proxies.We use the

restricted softmax during local training and aggregate the model as

usual. We name our method as “Federated learning with Restricted

Softmax", i.e., FedRS. We present and analyze the aggregation

process of proxies in detail, i.e., w𝑐 ← 1

|𝑆 |
∑ |𝑆 |
𝑘=1

ŵ𝑘𝑐 ,∀𝑐 ∈ C. In



FedAvg, the local procedure will update the downloaded parameters

on local training data for several epochs. This is too complex to

analyze, and we simplify this local procedure by only taking one

gradient descent step. With restricted softmax, we can obtain the

following propsition:

Propsition 1 (Aggregation with Restricted Softmax). If
we only take one gradient step during local procedure and use the
restricted softmax in Eq. 8, the global update of w𝑐 can be actually
decomposed as:

w𝑐 = w𝑐 +
[

|𝑆 |

|𝑆 |∑
𝑘=1

𝑁𝑘∑
𝑖=1

𝐼𝑘
1,𝑖,𝑐 (1 − 𝑝

𝑘
𝑖,𝑐 )h

𝑘
𝑖︸                              ︷︷                              ︸

Part1: pulling

− [|𝑆 |

|𝑆 |∑
𝑘=1

𝑁𝑘∑
𝑖=1

𝐼𝑘
2,𝑖,𝑐𝑝

𝑘
𝑖,𝑐h

𝑘
𝑖︸                        ︷︷                        ︸

Part2: direct pushing

−𝛼[|𝑆 |

|𝑆 |∑
𝑘=1

𝑁𝑘∑
𝑖=1

𝐼𝑘
3,𝑐𝑝

𝑘
𝑖,𝑐h

𝑘
𝑖︸                      ︷︷                      ︸

Part3: indirect pushing

, (12)

where 𝐼𝑘
1,𝑖,𝑐

= I{𝑐 ∈ O𝑘 , 𝑦𝑘
𝑖
= 𝑐}, 𝐼𝑘

2,𝑖,𝑐
= I{𝑐 ∈ O𝑘 , 𝑦𝑘

𝑖
≠ 𝑐}, and

𝐼𝑘
3,𝑐

= I{𝑐 ∈ M𝑘 } are indication functions.

Proof. The proof can be found in Appendix. □

The above Eq. 12 shows the proxies’ update process on the server

and it is the aggregation of local updates (Eq. 6). For a specific class

𝑐 , we categorize the clients according to whether the client has

access to samples of this class or not. If the 𝑘-th client observes this

class, it can pull the proxy w𝑐 towards the positive features (Part1).
Simultaneously, it can push the proxy w𝑐 away from a subset of

negative classes (Part2). Otherwise, if the 𝑘-th client does not ob-

serve the 𝑐-th class, i.e., the 𝑐-th class belongs to the missing class

set of the 𝑘-th client, only the pushing force is imposed (Part3).

This is illustrated in Fig. 2, where we show a demo with 3 classes.

Client A has data X1, and the proxy w1 is updated with forces of

pulling and direct pushing. However, the X1 on client B is missing

and w1 is imposed only with indirect pushing force. If we only take

one update step on each client, the aggregation process is accurate

and can be seen as an update with access to full class set. However,

FL algorithms take multiple steps on local clients to reduce commu-

nication cost. Without the balance of pulling force, the individual

indirect pushing force will be more and more inaccurate. As shown

in Eq. 12, our proposed FedRS can restrict the indirect pushing

force.

We then analyze the “strength” of the forces in FedRS. As shown

in [8], the more of the number of classes, the learned features are

more compact and the proxies are more discriminative. In Eq. 12, the

proxyw𝑐 is pulled towards positive features of its own class (Part 1),
directly pushed away from atmost𝐶2 ≜ |

⋃
𝑘∈𝑆,𝑐∈O𝑘 O𝑘 |−1 classes

(Part 2), and indirectly pushed away from 𝐶3 ≜ |
⋃
𝑘∈𝑆,𝑐∈M𝑘 M𝑘 |

classes (Part 3). This implies that the client selection ratio and the

specific class distribution in each client determines the strength of

these forces. For example, if we select all clients in each round, i.e.,

𝑆 = K , 𝐶2 achieves its maximum value and the impact of indirect

pushing will become relatively smaller. Hence, we advocate that

FedRS can be more effective when client selection ratio is small,

Figure 3: Visualization of learned features and proxies with 10, 5,
and 2 observed classes respectively. For the latter two scenes, we also
use the complete network with 10 proxies. The white arrows show
the proxies of the missing classes.

which is empirically verified in experimental studies (Fig. 7). The

complete pseudo code of FedRS can be found in Appendix.

4.4 Discussion from Other Aspects
Effective Learning Rate Adding scaling factors to softmax can be

seen as applying an effective learning rate [2]. Our work can be seen

as only decaying the learning rate of missing classes during local

procedure and the effective learning rate is actually 𝛼[, 𝛼 ∈ [0, 1].
PC-Softmax PC-Softmax [41] proves the softmax cross entropy

loss is a variational lower bound of mutual information between

inputs and labels, using exp(w𝑇𝑐 h)/(
∑𝐶
𝑗=1 𝑝 (𝑦 = 𝑗) exp(w𝑇

𝑗
h)) as

a probability corrected estimator for imbalanced data. If the prior

distribution 𝑝 (𝑦) is uniform, it differs from the normal softmax only

with a constant. Our work can be seen as a similar way that correct

the problem of imbalanced data from the aspect of “scores" as

𝑝𝑐 ∝ exp(𝑝 (𝑦 = 𝑐)w𝑇𝑐 h), where we take a smooth prior distribution

𝑝 (𝑦 = 𝑐) ∝ I{𝑐 ∈ O} + 𝛼I{𝑐 ∈ M}.
Transfer Adaptation The local procedure can be viewed as fine-

tuning the downloaded global model on local data. As aforemen-

tioned, the classifier is most task-specific [54]. Our work can be

seen as a careful finetuning process with more attention on the

final layer faced with missing classes.

Weight Divergence The mismatch between global target and local

data distributions will lead to weight divergence as shown in [53,

57]. Some approaches are proposed to constrain the update of local

models, i.e., FedProx [35], FedMMD [52], etc. Our method works

as diving into the final layer of the network and only constraining

the missing classes’ proxies instead of the whole model.

Fine-Grained Aggregation Standard FL algorithms take a simple

parameter averaging for the proxies, e.g., w𝑐 ←
∑
𝑘 𝑝𝑘 ŵ𝑘𝑐 , where

𝑝𝑘 is either set uniformly or proportional to the number of samples

that the clients own. This is a coarse-grained aggregation. Consid-

ering the 𝑐-th class, the distribution among clients should be set as

𝑝𝑘,𝑐 = 𝑁𝑘,𝑐/
∑
𝑘 𝑁𝑘,𝑐 , where𝑁𝑘,𝑐 is the number of 𝑐-th class samples

on 𝑘-th client. The fine-grained aggregation is w𝑐 ←
∑
𝑘 𝑝𝑘,𝑐ŵ𝑘𝑐 .

We can also take a laplace smoothing, i.e., 𝑝𝑘,𝑐 ∝ 𝑁𝑘,𝑐 + _. Hence,
if one client observes no samples of the 𝑐-th class, its importance

is only proportional to _ due to 𝑁𝑘,𝑐 = 0. Our method is related to

this when the 𝛼 is small. For example, if we force 𝛼 = 0, the proxies

of missing classes will not be updated (without weight decay) and

it will not contribute to the aggregation.



Figure 4: Visualization of learned features and proxies in FL with
a 2-client label distribution shift scene (the 5-th round). We only
plot for the first client. The two rows show FedAvg and FedRS (𝛼 =

0.5) respectively. The three columns show the extracted features and
proxies of the newly-downloadedmodel, local tunedmodel, and the
aggregated model respectively. The white arrows show the proxies
of the missing classes.

5 EXPERIMENTS
We investigate our methods on several FL scenes with label dis-

tribution shift based on Mnist [31], Cifar10/Cifar100 [29]. We also

investigate the performances of FedRS on large scale FL datasets, i.e.,

Shakespeare/FEMNIST in LEAF [5]. Finally, we report the effective-

ness of FedRS on a real-world service awareness application. Some

dataset details and hyper-parameters can be found in Appendix.

5.1 Visualization Results
We verify the motivation of our method via visualization on Mnist.

We slightly modify LeNet [32] by setting the final output dimension

as 2 for better visualization. First, we plot the learned features and

proxies with 10, 5, and 2 observed classes respectively. We train

the model for 50 epochs. The results are shown in Fig. 3, where the

arrows show the learned proxies and the white ones show proxies

of missing classes. We scale the norm of proxies by 10x. With all

classes observed, we can find that the features are compact and the

proxies are accurate. With only 5 observed classes, the regions of

features become less compact and the proxies of missing classes are

nearly zero. With only 2 observed classes, the proxies of missing

classes are only forced to be away from the feature regions. Not

so rigorously, proxies of missing classes are updated towards the

negative direction of existing samples’ center.

Then, we visualize the learned features and proxies in a label

distribution shift scene with only 2 clients. The first client owns

samples from class set {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}while the second one has samples

from {5, 6, 7, 8, 9}. We take 200 global rounds and 2 local epochs

in each round. We plot the learned features and proxies at the 5-

th round in Fig. 4. The two rows compare FedAvg (FedRS with

𝛼 = 1.0) and FedRS (𝛼 = 0.5) on the first client. The first column

shows the beginning of local procedure, i.e., the extracted features

via the newly-downloaded global model and its proxies. The second

column shows the local tuned results with only local 5 classes. We
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Figure 5: Performance comparisons based on TFCNN with various
𝛼 in FedRS. Each row shows a scene. The four columns vary in local
epochs. 𝛼 = 1.0 is just FedAvg, which performs poorly. FedRS with
𝛼 = 0.5 can almost obtain the best results.

can obviously observe that proxies of missing classes are suppressed

towards zero in FedAvg, while FedRS can alleviate this phenomenon.

Correspondingly, the aggregated proxies become inaccurate and the

extracted features become less compact in FedAvg, while FedRS can

get more discriminative proxies and the features are more compact

as shown in the last column. This directly shows the problems

of FedAvg faced with label distribution non-iid data and verifies

the superiorities of FedRS. The visualization at the 200-th round is

provided in Appendix.

5.2 Performance Comparisons
Basic Settings We then compare the performances based on Ci-

far10/Cifar100. We construct label distribution shift scenes via label

partitions as done in several previous works [33, 55, 57]. Specif-

ically, we decentralize the data onto 100 clients with each client

only has a subset of classes. We construct three scenes: Cifar10-

100-5, Cifar10-100-2, and Cifar100-100-20. Take Cifar10-100-5 as

an example, we split the samples of each class into 50 shards and

obtain 10 × 50 = 500 shards in all, then we randomly allocate 5

shards to each client. Hence, each client contains 5 classes on av-

erage and 100 samples for each class. We take 1000 global rounds,

a batch size of 64, and a weight decay of 5𝑒 − 4. We use SGD with

momentum 0.9 as the optimizer, and use a constant learning rate

of 0.03. In each global round, we randomly select 10% clients. We

report the accuracy of aggregated model on the global test set, i.e.,

the test partition of Cifar10/Cifar100. We mainly compare FedRS

under different settings of 𝛼 , i.e., {0.0, 0.1, 0.5, 0.9, 1.0}. For 𝛼 = 1.0,

it degenerates into FedAvg. We also investigate the impact of local

epochs in each round, i.e., {1, 2, 3, 5}. We investigate the perfor-

mances with different backbones, including TFCNN (Tensorflow

CNN)
1
used in FedAvg [38] and VGG11 without BN in PyTorch

2
.

The results with VGG11 backbone are presented in Appendix.

Results and Analysis The convergence curves based on TFCNN

are plotted in Fig. 5. The three rows correspond to the three scenes

and the columns vary in the local epochs. We can observe that

1
https://www.tensorflow.org/tutorials/images/cnn

2
https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/torchvision/models.html

https://www.tensorflow.org/tutorials/images/cnn
https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/torchvision/models.html
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Figure 6: Statistics during optimization in two scenes. Each row
shows a scene. The three columns show “gradients of missing
classes’ proxies", “gradients of observed classes’ proxies", and “prob-
ability of observed classes" respectively.
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Figure 7: Performance comparisons with different client selection
ratios (𝑄). The top and bottom shows two scenes. Each line corre-
sponds to a setting of selection ratio. The x-axis shows the settings
of 𝛼 .

FedAvg (FedRS with 𝛼 = 1.0) converges slower and fluctuates a

lot. FedRS with 𝛼 = 0.5 can almost obtain the best performances.

Taking a closer look at FedRS with 𝛼 = 0.9 and 𝛼 = 0.0, we can find

setting 𝛼 = 0.9 can obtain better performances than FedAvg, while

it also oscillates slightly. In most cases, FedRS with 𝛼 = 0.0 can get

comparable results with 𝛼 = 0.5, while it could become worse with

more local epochs. From another aspect, with more local epochs,

FedAvg converges earlier but with larger fluctuations. However,

FedRS with 𝛼 = 0.5 can always obtain stable improvements.

We then plot some statistics during the training procedure of

FedRS with different settings of 𝛼 . We show the statistics in the

Cifar10-100-5 and Cifar10-100-2. The most concerning statistic

is the gradients of missing classes’ proxies. We calculate norms

of these gradients in each client and report the mean value as

shown in the first column of Fig. 6 (denoted as “Grad.Norm of

Missing.Cs").We can find that smaller𝛼 can indeed lead to gradients

with smaller norms, which prevents the missing classes’ proxies

being updated too much. We also care about the ones of observed

Table 1: Performance comparisons with standard FL algorithms
(TFCNN). Columns correspond to three scenes. The average accu-
racy of the last 50 rounds and the standard deviations are reported.

C10-100-5 C10-100-2 C100-100-20

FedAvg 71.6+ 1.524 55.9+ 3.376 41.1+ 0.684

FedMMD (0.0001) [52] 72.0+ 1.492 54.7+ 3.047 41.7+ 0.608

FedMMD (0.001) [52] 71.5+ 1.590 53.5+ 3.582 41.3+ 0.595

FedProx (0.0001) [35] 71.4+ 1.609 52.9+ 3.429 41.1+ 0.698

FedProx (0.001) [35] 73.0+ 1.123 55.1+ 3.210 41.2+ 0.644

FD [26] 73.7+ 0.772 64.2+ 1.736 42.1+ 0.227

FLDA [40] 67.4+ 0.180 58.8+ 0.521 37.6+ 0.138

FedAwS [55] 75.4+ 0.578 62.4+ 2.304 44.3+ 0.304

Scaffold [28] 72.3+ 1.338 56.6+ 3.284 41.8+ 0.569

FedRS (𝛼 = 0.5) 78.0+ 0.141 70.8+ 0.203 45.7+ 0.201

FedRS (𝛼 = 0.9) 77.2+ 0.338 69.8+ 0.665 45.6+ 0.252

Scaffold [28]/RS (𝛼 = 0.5) 78.4+ 0.176 71.5+ 0.169 46.0+ 0.168

classes. We plot them in the second column (denoted as “Grad.Norm

of Observed.Cs"). There is a similar phenomenon that smaller 𝛼

can lead to smaller norms. We explain this via the magnitude of

observed classes’ probabilities, i.e., 𝑝𝑘
𝑖,𝑐
. Form the third column

(denoted as “Probability of Observed.Cs"), we can find that smaller

𝛼 leads to larger 𝑝𝑘
𝑖,𝑐
. Since the gradients of observed classes’ proxies

have a term I{𝑦𝑘
𝑖
= 𝑐} − 𝑝𝑘

𝑖,𝑐
, larger 𝑝𝑘

𝑖,𝑐
leads to slower update.

Studies on Client Selection Ratio We investigate the perfor-

mances of FedRS with different client selection ratios (denoted

as 𝑄). We set 𝑄 ∈ {0.1, 0.5, 1.0} and plot the average accuracy of

the last 50 rounds and the deviations based on TFCNN in Fig. 7. We

find that with smaller 𝐶 = 0.1, the performance degradation from

𝛼 < 1.0 to 𝛼 = 1.0 is especially obvious. Larger client selection

ratio can mitigate this gap progressively and make the fluctuations

smaller. In real-world applications, due to large amounts of clients

or limited transmission, a smaller ratio is required to deal with

stragglers. This implies that our method is especially advantageous

with smaller client selection ratio as analyzed in the last of Sect. 4.3.

Comparing with Other FL MethodsWe compare our methods

with other FL methods including: FedMMD [52] and FedProx [35]

based on regularization; FD [26] based on federated distillation;

FLDA [40] based on private-shared model; FedAwS [55] based on

spreading out; Scaffold [28] based on momentum and controllable

variates. We take 2 local epochs and randomly select 10% clients in

each round. Both the average accuracy of the last 50 rounds based

on TFCNN and the deviations are listed in Tab. 1. For FedMMD

and FedProx, we vary the coefficient of the regularization term in

{0.0001, 0.001}. We only show the results of FedRS with 𝛼 = 0.5

and 𝛼 = 0.9, and we can find that our methods can obtain the

best performances (bolded). We also find that our method can be

easily combined with other methods, e.g., Scaffold, and we report

the performances in the last row, which can further improve the

performances. The results based on VGG11 are shown in Appendix.

5.3 Large Scale Datasets
We also investigate the settings of 𝛼 on large scale FL scenes, includ-

ing Shakespeare and FEMNIST from LEAF
3
[5]. The Shakespeare

3
https://leaf.cmu.edu/

https://leaf.cmu.edu/
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Figure 8: Performance comparisons on Shakespeare scene. Four
settings of client selection ratio𝑄 and batch size 𝐵 are investigated.
Each plot shows both training loss and test accuracy.
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Figure 9: Performance comparisons on FEMNIST scene. Two set-
tings of local epoch are investigated. Each plot shows both training
loss and test accuracy.

scene is a next character prediction task, where each speaking role

in each play is constructed as an individual client [38]. It contains

1129 clients and each client owns 3743 samples on average. There

are 3550 different users in FEMNIST and each user owns 229 sam-

ples on average. For both two scenes, We split local data into 80% as

local training set on this client, and the other 20% across all clients

are combined as a global test set. Although these two scenes are

not typical label distribution non-iid scenes, there exists obvious

label imbalance on each client. For example, the fraction of classes

with a sample size greater than 20 (2) in Shakespeare (FEMNIST) is

only 53/81 (25/62). There are 81 and 62 classes in Shakespeare and

FEMNIST respectively. Hence, for each local client, we view classes

with samples less than 20 (2) in Shakespeare (FEMNIST) as missing

classes. We train FedRS with different 𝛼 on these two scenes. We

utilize networks used in LEAF [5]. Details and hyper-parameters

can be found in Appendix. The results are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.

We vary different settings of client selection ratio 𝑄 , batch size 𝐵,

and local epoch in these two scenes, and we can find that FedRS

with 𝛼 = 0.5 can almost obtain the best performances.

5.4 Real-World Application
We finally compare FedRS with other FL methods on a real-world

service awareness application, which is denoted as SA. This task

aims to identify which APP is used through network byte streams.

The total number of APPs is 32. There are 89 local clients. Each

client only has samples from 17.5 classes on average. We utilize a

CNN as the classification model. More details of SA and the network
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Figure 10: Performance comparisons on SA scene.

can be found in Appendix. We take 2000 rounds, and report the

test accuracy on a global test set every 10 rounds. Due to this is

a real-world application, we add Gaussian noise N(0, 𝜎2) to each

uploaded parameter individually. This can lead to stricter privacy

protection, and the detail can be found in Appendix.We take 𝜎 = 0.1

and report the accuracy curves in Fig. 10. We can find that FedRS

with 𝛼 = 0.1 can obtain the best performances.

6 CONCLUSION
We study the label distribution non-iid challenge in FL and in-depth

analyze themost vulnerable layer, i.e., softmax classification layer in

deep networks. We advocate the classification weights of missing

classes should be updated carefully during local procedure. We

propose Restricted Softmax and FedRS to obtain a more accurate

aggregation. Abundant experimental studies verify the superiorities

of our methods.
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A EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
We first report the details of the investigated scenes from several

aspects: the number of clients 𝐾 , the total number of classes 𝐶 ,

the observed classes of each client on average Avg.|O𝑘 |, the total
training samples of each client on average Avg.|𝑁𝑘 |, and the num-

ber of global test samples Test.𝑁 . The details are shown in Tab. 2.

The Mnist scene is used for visualization and others are used for

performance comparison. For the real-world SA dataset, we plot

the class distributions of the 89 clients in Fig. 11. We then report

the default hyper-parameters of these scenes including: number of

global rounds 𝑅, number of local epochs 𝐸, client selection ratio 𝑄 ,

learning rate [, momentum `, batch size 𝐵, and the network. With-

out additional declaration, we use these as default and list them in

Tab. 3. Finally, we report the details of utilized networks including:

the total number of parameters in feature extractor (Num.Ps.Feat),

the dimension of features 𝑑 , and the total number of layers 𝐿 (we

do not count the pooling or activation layers owing to they do not

contain parameters). These are shown in Tab. 4.

B STRICTER PRIVACY PROTECTION IN SA
We resort to differential privacy [1, 14, 48] (DP) for stricter privacy

protection in SA. Formally, the (𝜖, 𝛿)-DP is defined as:

Definition B.1 ((𝜖, 𝛿)-DP [14]). A randomized mechanismM :

X → R with domain X and range R satisfies (𝜖, 𝛿)-DP, if for
all measurable sets S ⊆ R and for any two adjacent datasets
D𝑖 ,D ′𝑖 ∈ X,

𝑃𝑟 [M(D𝑖 ) ∈ S] ≤ 𝑒𝜖𝑃𝑟
[
M(D ′𝑖 ) ∈ S

]
+ 𝛿. (13)

The 𝛿 > 0 is a relaxation term that allows a smaller probability

of privacy protection in some cases. With an arbitrarily given 𝛿 , a

Table 2: Details of the investigated scenes. Each row shows a scene.

𝐾 𝐶 Avg.|O𝑘 | Avg.|𝑁𝑘 | Test.𝑁

Mnist 2 10 5 27.5k 10k

C10-100-5 100 10 5 500 10k

C10-100-2 100 10 2 500 10k

C100-100-20 100 100 20 500 10k

Shakespeare 1129 81 53 2994 845k

FEMNIST 3550 62 25 181 161k

SA 89 32 17.5 576 18k
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Figure 11: The label distributions in SA. Each column in themiddle
shows the label distribution of a single client. There are 89 clients
and 32 classes in total. The top shows the number of samples in each
client, and the right shows the number of samples in each class.

Table 3: Default hyper-parameters for each scene.

𝑅 𝐸 𝑄 [ ` 𝐵 Network

Mnist 200 2 1.0 0.1 0.9 64 LeNet

C10-100-5 1000 2 0.1 0.03 0.9 64 TF/VGG11

C10-100-2 1000 2 0.1 0.03 0.9 64 TF/VGG11

C100-100-20 1000 2 0.1 0.03 0.9 64 TF/VGG11

Shakespeare 1000 1 0.01 1.47 0.0 10 CharLSTM

FEMNIST 1000 1 0.001 0.004 0.0 10 FeCNN

SA 2000 5 0.1 0.01 0.9 64 SACNN

Table 4: Details of utilized networks.

Num.Ps.Feat 𝑑 𝐿

LeNet 33,654 2 5

TFCNN (TF) 56,320 1024 4

VGG11 9,220,480 512 9

CharLSTM 799,368 256 4

FeCNN 6,476,672 2048 4

SACNN 15,984 256 7

Algorithm 1 FedRS

ServerProcedure:
1: for global round 𝑟 = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 𝑅 do
2: 𝑆𝑡 ← sample max(𝑄 · 𝐾, 1) clients
3: for 𝑘 ∈ 𝑆𝑡 do
4:

ˆ𝜓𝑘𝑡 ← ClientProcedure(𝑘 ,𝜓𝑡 )

5: end for
6: 𝜓𝑡+1 ←

∑ |𝑆𝑡 |
𝑘=1

1

|𝑆𝑡 |
ˆ𝜓𝑘𝑡

7: end for
ClientProcedure(𝑘 ,𝜓𝑡 ):

1: 𝜓𝑘𝑡 ← 𝜓𝑡
2: for local epoch 𝑒 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝐸 do
3: for each batch with 𝐵 samples from D𝑘 do
4: Apply restricted softmax as in Eq. 8 and calculate cross

entropy loss, update𝜓𝑡 using, e.g., SGD with momentum

5: end for
6: end for
7: Return: the updated model

ˆ𝜓𝑘𝑡

larger 𝜖 gives a clearer distinguishability of adjacent datasets and
hence a higher risk of privacy violation. The (𝜖, 𝛿)-DP can be guar-

anteed via adding Gaussian noise, e.g., N(0, 𝜎2). The noise scale
should satisfy 𝜎 ≥ 𝑐Δ𝑠/𝜖 , where 𝑐 is a constant that should satisfy

𝑐 ≥
√
2 ln(1.25/𝛿), and Δ𝑠 is the sensitivity of the function 𝑠 given

by Δ𝑠 = maxD𝑖 ,D′𝑖 ∥𝑠 (D𝑖 ) −𝑠 (D
′
𝑖
)∥. In FL, the sensitivity of uplink

is Δ𝑠 = 2𝐿
𝑚 [48], where 𝐿 is the maximum norm of the uploaded

parameters and𝑚 is the minimum number of local samples. We clip

the norm of the uploaded parameters via Δ𝜓 = min(𝐿, ∥Δ𝜓 ∥) Δ𝜓
∥Δ𝜓 ∥ ,

where 𝜓 = (\, {w𝑐 }𝐶𝑐=1) denotes the full set of parameters, and

Δ𝜓 is the model update. We take 𝐿 = 20 and𝑚 = 400 in SA. We

set 𝛿 = 0.01 and add the noise with scale 𝜎 = 0.1. Hence, we can

theoretically obtain a (3, 0.01)-DP in SA.



Figure 12: Visualization of learned features and proxies in FL with
a 2-client label distribution shift scene (the 200-th round).
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Figure 13: Performance comparisons based on VGG11 with differ-
ent settings of 𝛼 in FedRS.

C PSEUDO CODE
We present the pseudo code of FedRS as in Algo. 1.

D MORE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We first present the visualization results based on Mnist at the 200-

th global round. The results are shown in Fig. 12, where we can

obtain similar results as in Fig. 4. Then we present the performances

on the three cifar scenes based on VGG11 as in Fig. 13 and Tab. 5. We

can observe that our methods can still obtain better performances

than compared methods, while the improvements is slightly weaker

than the results based on TFCNN (Tab. 1). This may be owing to that
VGG11 has much more parameters in the feature extractor, and the
impact of the final layer is not as large as in TFCNN. Hence, we guess
that FedRS could boost performances more with smaller backbones.
Overall, FedRS can lead to better performances.

E PROOF OF THE PROPOSITION
We present the proof of the Proposition. 1. For each selected client

𝑘 ∈ 𝑆 , we first download the global parameters, i.e., \𝑘 ← \ ,

Table 5: Performance comparisons with standard FL algorithms
(VGG11).

C10-100-5 C10-100-2 C100-100-20

FedAvg 82.0+ 1.104 69.6+ 3.274 49.8+ 0.417

FedMMD (0.0001) [52] 82.6+ 1.005 70.6+ 2.311 50.1+ 0.479

FedMMD (0.001) [52] 82.6+ 0.674 70.4+ 2.993 50.2+ 0.363

FedProx (0.0001) [35] 82.7+ 0.971 68.4+ 2.551 50.4+ 0.439

FedProx (0.001) [35] 82.0+ 0.982 65.8+ 3.100 50.1+ 0.470

FD [26] 82.9+ 0.532 72.2+ 0.482 49.8+ 0.429

FLDA [40] 72.8+ 0.186 57.7+ 0.597 33.6+ 0.199

FedAwS [55] 82.8+ 0.440 71.5+ 2.080 49.7+ 0.242

Scaffold [28] 82.6+ 0.587 71.8+ 2.466 50.1+ 0.357

FedRS (𝛼 = 0.5) 83.4+ 0.136 73.9+ 0.182 47.5+ 0.170

FedRS (𝛼 = 0.9) 83.5+ 0.370 73.1+ 0.794 51.0+ 0.274

Scaffold [28]/RS (𝛼 = 0.5) 83.8+ 0.285 73.0+ 0.669 50.6+ 0.191

w𝑘𝑐 ← w𝑐 ,∀𝑐 ∈ C. Then a local training step can be obtained as:

ŵ𝑘𝑐 = w𝑘𝑐 + [𝛼𝑘𝑐
𝑁𝑘∑
𝑖=1

(I{𝑦𝑘𝑖 = 𝑐} − 𝑝𝑘𝑖,𝑐 )h
𝑘
𝑖 (14)

= w𝑐 + [𝛼𝑘𝑐
𝑁𝑘∑
𝑖=1

(I{𝑦𝑘𝑖 = 𝑐} − 𝑝𝑘𝑖,𝑐 )h
𝑘
𝑖 , (15)

and then the aggregation process is:

w𝑐 =
1

|𝑆 |

|𝑆 |∑
𝑘=1

ŵ𝑘𝑐

=
1

|𝑆 |

|𝑆 |∑
𝑘=1

(
w𝑐 + [𝛼𝑘𝑐

𝑁𝑘∑
𝑖=1

(I{𝑦𝑘𝑖 = 𝑐} − 𝑝𝑘𝑖,𝑐 )h
𝑘
𝑖

)
= w𝑐 +

[

|𝑆 |

|𝑆 |∑
𝑘=1

(
𝛼𝑘𝑐

𝑁𝑘∑
𝑖=1

(I{𝑦𝑘𝑖 = 𝑐} − 𝑝𝑘𝑖,𝑐 )h
𝑘
𝑖

)
= w𝑐 +

[

|𝑆 |

|𝑆 |∑
𝑘=1

(
I{𝑐 ∈ O𝑘 }

𝑁𝑘∑
𝑖=1

(I{𝑦𝑘𝑖 = 𝑐} − 𝑝𝑘𝑖,𝑐 )h
𝑘
𝑖

−I{𝑐 ∈ M𝑘 }𝛼
𝑁𝑘∑
𝑖=1

𝑝𝑘𝑖,𝑐h
𝑘
𝑖

)
= w𝑐 +

[

|𝑆 |

|𝑆 |∑
𝑘=1

(
I{𝑐 ∈ O𝑘 }

𝑁𝑘∑
𝑖=1

(
I{𝑦𝑘𝑖 = 𝑐}(1 − 𝑝𝑘𝑖,𝑐 )h

𝑘
𝑖

−I{𝑦𝑘𝑖 ≠ 𝑐}𝑝𝑘𝑖,𝑐h
𝑘
𝑖

)
− I{𝑐 ∈ M𝑘 }𝛼

𝑁𝑘∑
𝑖=1

𝑝𝑘𝑖,𝑐h
𝑘
𝑖

)
= w𝑐 +

[

|𝑆 |

|𝑆 |∑
𝑘=1

𝑁𝑘∑
𝑖=1

𝐼𝑘
1,𝑖,𝑐 (1 − 𝑝

𝑘
𝑖,𝑐 )h

𝑘
𝑖︸                              ︷︷                              ︸

part1

− [|𝑆 |

|𝑆 |∑
𝑘=1

𝑁𝑘∑
𝑖=1

𝐼𝑘
2,𝑖,𝑐𝑝

𝑘
𝑖,𝑐h

𝑘
𝑖︸                        ︷︷                        ︸

part2

−𝛼[|𝑆 |

|𝑆 |∑
𝑘=1

𝑁𝑘∑
𝑖=1

𝐼𝑘
3,𝑐𝑝

𝑘
𝑖,𝑐h

𝑘
𝑖︸                      ︷︷                      ︸

part3
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